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Abstract
This research studies the effect of headline risk on Irish Stock Market using Irish Times
headlines. For doing the same, it scrapes headlines from Irish times for "Bank of Ireland," one
of the oldest stocks in ISE, and extracts the stock prices from Yahoo Finance. Apart from
studying the aforementioned relationship, it aims to classify headlines into different polarity
groups, namely; Positive, Negative, and Neutral. It uses the CRISP-DM methodology, which
divided the whole project into six stages. For establishing a relationship between ISE and IT
headlines, this study uses sentimental analysis tool kit (nlkt) and one of its most advanced
library vader_lexicon, followed by the use of parametric statistical methods like t-test to reject
the hypothesis that there is no relationship between Price difference (the difference between
the ADJ closing price for the current day and previous day) and Polarity score( Company
sentimental score of headlines for every single day). For headline classification, the research
uses various text pre-processing techniques like Sentence Tokenization, Regular Expression,
Word Tokenization, and converting words into features. The preprocessed data is passed to
different probabilistic and nonprobabilistic Supervised machine learning classifiers to do a
comparative analysis between different classifiers. The comparative Analysis finds a surprising
result that nonprobabilistic algorithms perform much better than as compared to probabilistic
algorithms. But this made sense as Tableau insights established a strong parallel relationship
between Price distribution and the Number of headlines published for that date. This study
reveals that rapidminer is very user friendly as compared to Python but is very slow when it
comes to computation time. This research successfully establishes a relationship between Irish
times headlines and Irish stock Exchange.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Motivation and Outline

Irish Independent has approx. 512,100 readers per day (Independent News & Media, 2019) and Irish
times has approx. 427000 readers per day (Slattery, 2015) and most of them just skim through their
headlines creating a headline effect. The word "headline effect" relates to the impact of
negative/positive news on a company or economy due to mainstream media (Investopedia, 2020).
Ullrich Ecker, psychologist and neuroscientist at the University of Western Australia, has found that
the initial impressions generated by headlines are not easily reversed, even if the article body contain
details that mitigates or opposes the headlines (Investopedia, 2020). Headline risk is the likelihood of a
news article having a significant impact on the value of an individual stock, sector or sometimes the
whole stock market. Also, Studies in the last decade have concluded a strong relationship between
financial news and Stock market.
Market and financial news include Resources and information the investors may use to track stocks
Quality because it gives the latest details concerning the performance of an individual stock or a sector.
Not just majority of investors but also industry analysts too, decide whether to buy or sell a given stock
based on the thoughts and viewpoints expressed in the news articles. Therefore, it would be useful to
extract sentiments from financial and stock related news to study the impact of "Headline effect" on
Irish Stock Market. Hence, an API or tool which can provide advanced analytical solution on multiple
news headlines to guide not just market specialists but also amateur investors whether to buy or sell a
stock would be a game changer. The Primary goal of this research is to find the correlation between
Irish News Headlines and Irish Stock Exchange (ISE).
There have been many projects developed to find the dependency of Stock Market on Financial News
one of them being "Sentiment Analysis of news headlines for stock price prediction" which studies the
correlation between sentiments extracted from financial news and Stock prices for two Indian stocks
namely; Infosys and Wipro for a tenure of ten years. For Sentimental Analysis it uses various classifiers
such as SVM, KNN and Naive Bayes etc. This research aims to compare the Polarity results for various
classifiers like SVM, KNN, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree and Neural Networks to find correlation
between Financial Headlines and ISE [Kirange, M.D. and Deshmukh, R.R., 2016].
For achieving the same this research uses the popular Data Mining methodology "CRISP-DM". For
better data understanding and early insights this paper uses Tableau and Jupyter notebook for Data
Visualization. "CRISP-DM" is a powerful, practical, flexible and is useful while using analytics to
achieve tricky and thorny business objectives. The methodology is an idealised sequence of phases/
tasks which can be performed in different order and sometimes it will be necessary to jump back to
previous phases and repeat certain part of it. Though certain papers and researches from the past few
years have pointed few negatives, many papers conclude it as a futuristic Data Mining methodology.
This research involves finding the effectiveness of "CRISP-DM" as a Structured Data Mining approach
when it comes to planning, executing and achieving our Primary and Secondary Objectives.
Book "Web scraping with Python: Collecting more data from the modern web "dives deep into the steps
involved in Web Scrapping using Python [Mitchell, R., 2018]. Data collection is the most important
and dependent step for any Data Mining Project. This research aims to collect relevant news headlines
from 2. Irish Times. For data collection this paper uses python libraries like beautifulsoup4, requests
etc and scrapes the relevant headlines using matching text for the last 10 years. Stock Prices for various
companies like ABBEY, AIB and Bank of Ireland is downloaded from "https://finance.yahoo.com"
(@YahooFinance, 2020).
The paper "Characterizing exploratory visual analysis: A literature review and evaluation of analytic
provenance in tableau" presents a study where 27 Tableau users answered both simple and complex
analytical questions related to identify recurring patterns across participants' analyses, task performance
and assess variance from task specificity and dataset. The above paper emphasises on the importance

of exploratory visual analysis (EVA) and visualization research. Early insights could act like a backbone
for a successful Data Mining Project because they help to identify startling inconsistencies between
initial expectations or assumptions and collected data. Which would in turn help us to develop more
focused and open-ended tasks. This study aims to analyse the performance of Tableau as an advanced
analytical Visualization tool to explore early insights [Battle, L. and Heer, J., 2019,].
Machine Learning's popularity and demand is exponentially increasing as it helps organizations, government, small business etc to improve their quality of decision making. With the increase in Machine
Learning user's there are many paid and open-source tools available in the analytical market. Hence it
is necessary to provide a benchmark when it comes to different analytical tools. A recently published
research paper "Efficiency comparison of Python and RapidMiner" provided a comparison of two most
advanced and powerful open source tools available i.e. Python and RapidMiner by using three most
common Supervised Machine learning techniques Support Vector Machine, Neural Networks and Decision Tree for Classification. The above-mentioned paper concludes the usage of RapidMiner is better
in terms of both execution time and accuracy as compared to Python. One of the secondary objectives
of this study is to compare RapidMiner and Python for Sentimental Analysis of headlines and finding
correlation between Irish stock Market and Irish News headlines [Battle, L. and Heer, J., 2019].
The paper "Using multivariate cross correlations, Granger causality and graphical models to quantify
spatiotemporal synchronization and causality between pest populations" compares various multivariate
modelling technique to provide to achieve substantial correlations and causality in various time-series
problems According to their research, granger rules have a substantial advantage over correlation as
they have dynamic features making it easy to analyse time-series variables. Also, granger rule detects
synchronization to detect which series may act as a forcing variable. This research uses various statistical methods like Anova analysis of variance one way and two way, t test, f test, z test and post havoc
test- least significant difference to achieve accurate correlation [Damos, P., 2016.].

1.2 Research Question and Objectives
1.2.1 Research Questions
1. Exploring the correlation between Irish News Headlines and Irish Stock Exchange (ISE) using parametric and nonparametric statistical methods.
2. Headline Classification if Irish Times into different Polarity Groups.

1.2.2. Objectives
1.

Distribution of Positive, Negative, and Neutral headlines.

2. Comparison of probabilistic and non probabilistic classifiers for headline classification.
3. Finding the effectiveness of "CRISP-DM" as a Structured Data Mining approach when it
comes to planning, executing and achieving our Primary and Secondary Objectives.
4. Analyze the performance of Tableau as an advanced analytical Visualization tool to explore
early insights.
5. compare RapidMiner and Python for Sentimental Analysis of headlines and finding correlation between Irish stock Market and Irish News headlines

1.3. Related Work
Research paper "Exploring Relationship between Headline News Sentiment and Stock Return" initially
states the hypothesis as stock market fluctuations depend on the availability of information. It uses two
classification algorithms to group headlines into positive and negative categories namely Naïve Bayes
and Support Vector Machine. The test data comprises headlines from 20 companies listed in Indonesia
LQ45 index from February 2013 to August 2018 and their respective stock prices. To find the
relationship between stocks and news headlines it uses Spearman rank correlation. Accuracy for

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is 78.87% and for Naïve Bayes is 71.42%. The study's result stated
sentiments from positive headlines affected stocks by 46% and 43% from negative sentiments.
Furthermore, 11% reveal that neither positive or negative sentiments affect their movement. [Alamsyah,
A., Ayu, S.P. and Rikumahu, B., 2019]
Paper "Text mining of news-headlines for FOREX market prediction: A Multi-layer Dimension
Reduction Algorithm with semantics and sentiment" uses dimension reduction algorithms to predict
forex market prices, it mainly focuses on; [Nassirtoussi, A.K., Aghabozorgi, S., Wah, T.Y. and Ngo,
D.C.L., 2015].
1. Forex market prediction using text mining techniques to detect viable and effective news.
2. Using Feature selection techniques to increase prediction accuracy.
3. Creating Feature weights by adding positive and negative sentiment scores.
4. Maximum optimization using feature reduction as one of the crucial steps.
Paper "Impact of Financial News Headline and Content to Market Sentiment" uses headlines along with
the content as test data and instead of machine learning based approach it uses lexicon-based approach
to classify positive and negative polarities in the corpus. It further investigates how news headlines will
have an impact on sentimental scores by adjusting the weights of news content and news headline
scores. This paper involves three experiments using news headline, news content and combination of
both, evaluation for lexicon-based algorithm was done in two ways i.e. with stemming and without
stemmed tokens. Experiment using only headlines recorded an accuracy of 65.8% for non-stemmed
token and 71.4% for stemmed token. Experiment using only the news content recorded accuracy of
74% for non-stemmed token algorithm and 79.1% for stemmed. In the third experiment both headlines
and content were used showing an improved accuracy of 90.8%. Hence the paper concluded news content has more impact if compared to news headlines and stemmed token algorithms yield better results
than non-stemmed. [Im, T.L., San, P.W., On, C.K., Alfred, R. and Anthony, P., 2014]
Research paper "The Effects of Twitter Sentiment on Stock Price Returns" uses twitter data for thirty
companies from Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index. The Interesting discovery of this paper
was, they found relatively low Pearson correlation and Granger causality between entire time period
and corresponding time series data. They also found a significant dependency between twitter volume
peaks and twitter sentiment. Paper's main result was that the aggregate sentiments extracted during any
events decide the direction of market. While this is common to expect for known peak events, but it
was shocking to find similar conclusion when peaks did not respond to any expected financial news.
[Ranco, G., Aleksovski, D., Caldarelli, G., Grčar, M. and Mozetič, I., 2015]
Research paper "Using Company Specific Headlines and Convolutional Neural Networks to Predict
Stock Fluctuations" uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and predicts stock fluctuations for next
day using company related financial news headlines. Words were embedded in three different stats i.e.
static, non-static and self-learnt considering both multi-width and single-width convolutional layers. A
multi-width non-static implementation led to testing accuracy of 61.7 percent. [Readshaw, J. and Giani,
S., 2020]
Paper "Exploring Relationship between Headline News Sentiment and Stock Return" collected data
from yahoo and trained artificial neural network using stock prices for top five I.T. companies to predict
the investment return for future days. The paper concluded by suggesting to invest in such companies
whose sentimental scores are high and positive as their stocks have better chances to go up in the near
future. [Alamsyah, A., Ayu, S.P. and Rikumahu, B., 2019]
Research Paper "Predicting the effects of news sentiments on the stock market" contributes majorly in
the long-lasting research to find relationship between news and stock market by using sentimental
analysis dictionary. They achieved an accuracy of 70.59% using dictionary-based approach where

dictionary was specifically created for every different sector. [Shah, D., Isah, H. and Zulkernine, F.,
2018,]
Research Paper "Examining Machine Learning Techniques in Business News Headline Sentiment
Analysis" examines two different approach to find the correlation between headlines and organizations
namely, text classification and recurrent neural network (RNN). For text classification approach it uses
multi-layer perception (MLP), decision tree, multinomial naïve Bayes and complement naïve Bayes.
Second approach involves use of RNN where RNN architecture was evaluated and encoder-decoder for
predicting the sentiments. [Lim, S.L.O., Lim, H.M., Tan, E.K. and Tan, T.P., 2020.]

1.4. Target Group
The proposed research would contribute mainly for the following sector:
1. Stock Market Industry:


Investors



Stockbrokers



Investment Strategist



Consumer behaviour analysts/ market research analysts



CA/CFA 3. Research and Education

2. Researchers


Teachers



Finance Students



FinTech Students



Data Analyst



Data Science



Big Data

3. Newspaper and online news industry:


Newspaper Journalist



Online News Journalist



Article Writers



Article Editors



News Critique



News Researchers

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. CRISP-DM Methodology:
CRISP-DM methodology is the most famous and most used structured approach for planning a data
mining project and it stands for Cross-Industry Process for Data Mining. Over the years it has been

proven to be a flexible, useful, powerful and irreplaceable methodology when it comes to solving
complex analytical business projects.

Figure 1 Six Stages of CRISP-DM (Smart Vision Europe, 2020)

The current reference model of CRISP-DM methodology provides a deep overview of the life cycle for
any given data mining project. It basically consists of different phases for a project, their respective
tasks and their relationship with each other. There could be a relationship between different tasks from
different phases, but it totally depends on the background, goals and interest of the client and how the
data is distributed. Life cycle for any data mining project can be broadly divided into six phases as
shown in in Figure.1. Arrow between each Phase indicates their dependencies on each other, outer circle
symbolizes the cyclic nature of life cycle. Lesson learned and outcomes of each Phase can trigger new
and more focused business questions. Every Successor will benefit from the outcome of predecessor.
In the following, lets explore each Phase briefly:

2.1.1. Phase one-Business Understanding
The first stage is all about understanding what you or your client wants to accomplish from
the project. Both objectives and constraints must be clear and properly balanced. Purpose
of this stage is to discover all the important factors that could influence the results for the
project. This step is the most crucial step, if not taken seriously the whole project can
produce right answers to the wrong questions. Making a list of resources available,
requirements, assumptions, tools required and constraints for the project. Carrying out a
deep analysis on costs and benefits from the project. Converting objectives to Data Mining
Goals and defining success criteria. Producing a Project plan with Goals, timeline, potential
risks and Specific Steps.

Figure 2 CRISP-DM Phase One-Business Understanding

2.1.2 Phase two-Data Understanding
The second Phase of CRISP-DM technique involves to acquire data required to attain project
objectives from the available resources. Using different tools to explore data points extract
insights or maybe use of visualization sometimes to better understand the data. Data Integration
creating subsets and playing around with data can be the key steps for this Phase.

Figure 3 CRISP-DM Phase Two-Data Understanding

2.1.3. Phase Three- Data Preparation
This Phase of the project decides what data is going to be used for the Analysis. The criteria's
that should be opted to make better decision according to the relevance od the data to achieve
data mining goals, quality of the data and technical constraints such as different data types or
low volume of data. Feature selection i.e. selecting appropriate attributes and useful records in
a dataset. At this stage, it becomes a priority to select clean subsets and deal with missing values
or outlier's using appropriate modelling techniques. Asses the quality of the data and data
integration are important tasks for this Phase.

Figure 4 CRISP-DM Phase Three-Data Preparation

2.1.4. Phase Four- Modelling
This step involves selecting an appropriate and suitable modeling technique to achieve the final
goal. Evaluation of dataset by splitting it into training and test followed by building the model
and evaluating it with the prepared dataset, fine-tuning of the chosen model using the initial
assessments are a crucial part of this Phase.



Modeling assumptions – Many modeling techniques make specific assumptions about the data, for
example, that all attributes have uniform distributions, no missing values allowed, the class attribute
must be symbolic, etc. Record any assumptions made.
Modeling technique – Document the actual modeling technique that is to be used.

Figure 5 CRISP-DM Phase Four-Modelling

2.1.5 Phase 5- Evaluation
In this step, model is assessed to the degree at which it meets your business objectives and aim
to determine if few changes are required in the model. Assessing any other data mining results
gained during the project. In short, evaluate to what degree the model has met objectives,
summarize assessments results and take decision if the model meets all the objectives or the
project should be driven back to any other step if budget allows.



Approved models – After assessing models with respect to business success criteria, the generated
models that meet the selected criteria become the approved models
Assessment of data mining results – Summarise assessment results in terms of business success
criteria, including a final statement regarding whether the project already meets the initial business
objectives.

Figure 6 CRISP-DM Phase Five-Evaluation

2.1.6. Phase 6- Deployment
Taking evaluation results and planning a strategy for respective deployment methods. All procedures are documented, it generally makes sense to consider ways and means for deployment during
business understanding stage because deployment is an important phase for most of the projects.
Customer must be trained with deep knowledge about the whole model and project, planning monitoring and maintenance for day to day steps. Creating summary, project experiences and review.

Figure 7 CRISP-DM Phase Six-Deployment

2.2 Web Scrapping
Imagine how difficult it would be to gather data only using browser or access the internet, one would
be missing out on huge range of possibilities. Although browsers are very useful for displaying images,
executing JavaScript and arranging objects in readable formats. Web Scrapers are excellent for
gathering and processing large amounts of data quickly. Rather that just going through one page at a
time, one can view databases extracting millions of pages at once. [ Mitchell, R., 2018. Web scraping with
Python]

In addition, a web script can explore such places which search engines cannot for example a google
search for "cheapest hotels near me" will result in hundreds of advertisements on popular hotels. Only
google knows what the content of these pages is. Well a better way to gather data is using API's which
would result in well-developed and formatted data results. In short, web scrapping is about extracting
or downloading structured data from the web, selecting a chunk of data and sending it to the following
process. Few advantages of web scrapping are Easy Lead generation, Parser for different departments,
understanding your customer, price optimization and co-operating with reliable partners etc. [ Mitchell,
R., 2018. Web scraping with Python]

2.3 Sentimental Analysis
Sentimental Analysis also known as polarity detection and opinion mining is a set of Artificial
Intelligence algorithms and techniques to extract polarity of any given document or documents i.e. If a
document is negative, positive or neutral. Usually these polarities are represented a set of classes
example positive, negative, neutral or real numbers that represent the probability for the same. Some
implementations use much more smaller scales between positive, negative and neutral like zero to five
grade or zero to ten stars etc. Sentimental Analysis started in early 2000's with the help of research
published by "Peter Turnery" and "Bo Pang and Lilian Lee". (https://www.facebook.com/kdnuggets,
2018)

Figure 8 Classes of Sentimental Analysis (https://www.facebook.com/kdnuggets, 2018)

2.3.1 Ways to classify Sentiments
Sentimental Analysis can be carried out in three ways.
1. Machine Learning
It uses Machine Learning algorithms and different features to create a classifier that can extract
sentiments from the given data. With the growing use of sentimental Analysis deep learning
methods, a quite popular as they involve fitting of data learning representation.
2. Lexicon Based
It involves the use of various words annotated with polarity scores to decide the total score of
the given data. The strongest benefit of this method is that it does not require any training data
on the other hand its biggest loss is not many Expressions and words are included in lexicons
sentimental dictionary.
3. Hybrid

Combination of both lexicon-based approach and Machine Learning technique results into a
new way to achieve sentimental Analysis known as Hybrid. Although, it isn't commonly used,
it can produce much more promising results that above-mentioned approaches.

Figure 9 Ways to approach Sentimental Analysis (https://www.facebook.com/kdnuggets, 2018)

2.3.2 Machine Learning Techniques
Machine learning is a subset of Artificial Intelligence which covers a wide range of algorithms that can
learn from training data and create a model which is independent and can predict.
Machine Learning techniques can be further classified as:
Supervised Machine Learning Techniques: In this type of learning, machine(model) is trained on
well-labelled data i.e. some data is already tagged with the correct answer. In real life it could be related
to an example of "Student training under the supervision of a teacher."
Unsupervised Machine Learning Techniques: It is a type of learning used to find patterns against the
data having no historical labels i.e. in this type of learning the model only accepts input without having
any prior knowledge about the patterns/output. In real life it could be related to a baby being introduced
to a dog and recognizing dogs eyes, ears and nose without having any prior knowledge about the dog.

Natural language processing:


NLP is a machine-learning field in which a computer can understand, interpret, manipulate
and possibly generate human language.



Three main aspects to be investigated are:
1. Linguistic Issues

2. Statistical Modelling Methods
3. Engineering methods

2.3.3 Supervised Sentimental Analysis
Few of the Classifiers used for Sentimental Analysis are:
Probabilistic Classifier: It is a type of classifier which is generative and mixture of models
containing each class as a component. It determines sampling probability for each class. It can
be further divided into:
1. Naïve Bayes Classifier- This classifier is the simplest and commonly used technique for
sentimental Analysis. It produces impressive results and it is based on Bayes theorem and
uses Bag of Words feature extraction technique. Naïve Bayes classifier is most preferable
for text classification because it calculate the prior and posterior probability of class which
is based on how words are distributed in a document.

Figure 10. Bayes theorem
Bag of Words (BOW)


BOW is a data pre-processing technique used for feature extracting in NLP projects.



NLP usually accepts vectors of numbers and not jumbled raw text, one of the methods to convert unstructured texts into vectors is BOW. The beauty of BOW is the
position of words in a sentence or document does not matter as the name suggests
a bag containing jumbled but unique words.



BOW is one of the simple and efficient way to extract features from text but there
are two main pre-requisites: a vocabulary of known words, Number of known
words.



Bag of words is simple while dealing with single language but surely gets complex
with combination of languages.



If new documents are overlapped known words would be scored but unknown
words would be ignored.

Steps involved:
1. Collect the required data: This step involves understanding the data and collecting
the necessary data. For example, the collected data is

Doc1: "I am batman"
Doc3: "I live in Gotham"
Doc3: "I am a superhero"
2. Design the vocabulary:


With multiple languages and a greater number of unknown words a lot of
zero scores are created in a vector known as sparse vectors. Simple text
cleaning methods could be used to avoid that along with removing punctuations, common words and stemming.



Scoring words could be achieved by binary scoring, counts, frequency
hashing, TF-IDF etc

3. Creating document vector:
Next step is to score the documents, for the above collected data, there are 8 unique
words namely: "I", "am", "batman"," live"," in"," Gotham"," a"," Superhero". So,
the length of the vector would be 8.
Binary Vector for Doc1:[1,1,1 ,0,0,0,0,0], Doc2: [1,0,0,1,1,1,0,0], Doc3:
[1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1]

2. Bayesian network
It is a type of probabilistic classifier which involves the use of directed acyclic graph i.e.
DAG to represent variables and their condition dependencies. They are rarely used
classifiers as the cost of computation is very high.
3. Maximum Entropy classifier
It is also known as MaxEnt and is a probabilistic classifier which involves the selection of
model which has the highest entropy. It assumes that every feature is conditionally
dependent on each other. They are used to convert label features to vectors. Weight is
calculated for each feature using encoded vectors that can be combined to determine the
most likely label. Probability for each label can be given as:

Figure 10 Probability for each label

2.4 Statistical Methods
2.4.1. Correlation and Dependence Tests
In statistics, the correlation or dependence is referred to as statistical relationship between two
random variables if causal or not.
In statistical sense, correlation usually refers to the degree or measure to which pair of
variables are related linearly. Correlations being beneficial as it can show a predictive
relationship which can be exploited in practice. Whereas in general, the existence of a

correlation is not enough to conclude the presence of causal relationship therefore which means
that correlation doesn't implies causation. Correlation thus is a measure of the way two or more
variables are in relation to each other.
Dependence is referred to statistical relationship in between two sets of data. Example of
dependent term defines the correlation among the physical statures of parents and their
offspring. In general, the random variables are dependent when a mathematical property of
having probabilistic independence is not satisfied but in technical term correlation refers the
several specific types of mathematical operations in-between the tested and its expected values.
Some of the most common correlation coefficients are:
Pearson Correlation Coefficient – sensitive towards linear relationship between 2 variables
with a possibility of existing even when one variable is nonlinear function of other.
Pearson Correlation Coefficient is obtained by division of the covariance of two variables by
product of their standard deviations. It is defined and validated when both the standard
deviations are finite and are non-zero this Pearson coefficient being the outcome of CauchySchwarz inequality stating the correlation cannot exceed the value 1 in absolute value.
Its value is +1 in the case of perfect positive indicating increase in linear relationship which is
the (correlation), −1 in the case of a perfect negative indicating decrease in linear relationship
termed as (anticorrelation), whereas with few values between −1 and 1 in other cases, depicting
degree of linear dependence among the variables. When reaches zero, less of a relationship is
recorded which is close to uncorrelated. The nearer the coefficient is with either −1 or 1, the
stronger is correlation between the variables.
Spearman's Rank Correlation – Being more sensitive towards nonlinear relationships, it is
more robust than the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
Rank correlation measure the extent of increment between one variable and other variable, with
no requirement of indication of increment by a linear relationship. Considering when one
variable increases and other decreases, the Rank correlation coefficient will be negative. It
could be seen as the alternative for Pearson's coefficient, used for either reducing the amount
of calculation or for making the coefficient less sensitive to non-normality of the distributions.
Whereas, this aspect has a low mathematical base because rank correlation coefficients do
measure another type of relationship when compared to Pearson correlation coefficient, thereby
considered as best measure of various type of association and not as an alternate measure of
population correlation coefficient.
Kendall's Rank Correlation
Tests on if two samples do have monotonous relationship. This is a measure of the correlation
of ranks that is the similarity of the data orders as ranked by each quantity. The Kendall
correlation among the two variables would be high whenever the observations are similar for
correlation of 1 rank in-between the two variables, and observed to be low whenever the
observations are different for a correlation of −1 rank here between two variables.
Assumptions:
Observations for every sample must be independent and distributed in the same way (iid).
Observations from each sample may also be ranked.
Analysis:
H0: Both the two samples are independent of each other.

H1: There's a dependency in-between both the samples.

Chi-Squared Testing
Checks if two categorical variables are related or independent. A chi-squared test is termed as statistical
hypothesis test which is accurate when the test statistic is chi-squared distributed according to the null
hypothesis, especially the Pearson chi-squared test and its variants. This test is used to assess if there is
a statistically significant difference between the predicted frequencies and the observed frequencies in
one or more divisions of the contingency table.
Assumptions:
Observations proposed in the estimation of the contingency table must be independent.
Twenty-five or more examples for every contingency table cell.
Analysis:
H0: Both the two samples are independent of each other.
H1: The two samples are dependent
2.4.2. Normality Tests
It includes statistical tests that is used to check the distribution of the data if it is Gaussian.
Shapiro-Wilk Test
It tests whether a data sample is having s Gaussian Distribution. The Shapiro-Wilks normality test is
among 3 main normality tests capable of detecting all departures from normality. It's exactly equivalent
in power to other 2 tests. Shapiro-Wilks normality test rejects the normality hypothesis whenever the
p-value is equal to or less than 0.05.
Assumptions
• Observations of every sample must be independent and distributed in the same way (iid).
Analysis
• H0: Gaussian distribution of the sample is present
• H1: Gaussian distribution of the sample is not present.
K^2 Test of D'Agostino
Tests if a sample of data has a Gaussian distribution. In statistics, the D'Agostino K2 test is called after
Ralph D'Agostino, referred to as goodness-of - fit measure of the departure from normality which is,
the aim of this test to decide if the sample in question comes from a normally distributed population or
not. The test depends on transformations of sample kurtosis and skewness with having power mostly
against options that are skewed or kurtic or both.
Assumptions:
Observations for each sample must be independent and distributed in the same way (iid).
Analysis:
H0: Gaussian distribution of the sample is present
H1: Gaussian Distribution of the sample is not present

Anderson-Darling Testing
Tests if a sample of data does have a Gaussian distribution. This test assumes that there have been no
parameters for estimation in the distribution which is tested, so in that case the test as well as its set of
critical values are independent of distribution. K-sample Anderson – Darling tests are present to test if
several collections from observations could be modelled as generating from single population where
the distribution function need not to be specified. In addition to it being used as a test of fitness for
distributions, the parameter estimation can be done using this as the basic principle for the form of
minimum distance estimation procedure.
Assumptions:
Observations for every sample must be independent and distributed in the same way (iid).
Analysis:
H0: Gaussian distribution of the sample is present
H1: Gaussian Distribution of the sample is not present
2.4.3. Stationary Tests
Stationary tests explain the statistical tests that you can use to verify whether or not the time series is
stationary.
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit root tests if the time series has a root unit. In econometrics as well
in statistics, the augmented Dickey – Fuller test (ADF) measures the null hypothesis of presence of root
unit in time series sample. Alternative hypothesis is different based on the version of test is applied, but
is typically or trend stationary. It is therefore the improved version of Dickey – Fuller test dealing with
a greater and more complex range of time series models.
Assumptions:
Observations in are ordered temporarily
Analysis:
H0: Series is non-stationary that means a unit root is present
H1: Series is stationary that means a unit root is not present

Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin
Tests if the time series is trend stationary or is not trend stationary. Unlike most unit root tests, the
existence of a unit root is not considered as null hypothesis, but it's an alternative. In addition, the
absence of unit root in the KPSS test is not a evidence of stationarity but by layout of trend-stationarity.
It is an essential distinction, because it is possible for a time series to also be non-stationary, that have
no unit root as well to be trend-stationary. For both the unit root and the trend-stationary processes, the
mean may increase or decrease over time but, as in presence of shock, the trend-stationary processes
are mean reverse that means the time-series may converge towards a increasing mean that was not
influenced by shock, while the unit-root procedures do have permanent effect on the mean stating no
time-convergence
Assumptions:
Observations in should be temporally ordered.

Analysis
H0: Time series is not trend stationary
H1: Time series is trend stationary
2.4.4. Parametric Statistical Hypothesis Tests
These tests state the statistical tests that is used for data sample comparison
Student T-Test
Tests if the results of two independent samples are considerably different. The T-Test is the statistical
hypothesis test where the test statistic follows the Student's t-distribution under null hypothesis. It is
mostly applied whenever the test statistic follows a normal distribution when scaling term value in test
statistic is known. If the scaling term is uncertain and replaced by a data-based estimation, the test
statistics by some certain conditions follow Student T distribution. It can be used to find if mean of 2
set of data that varied from one another.
Assumptions:
Observations for every sample be independent and distributed in the same way (iid).
Observations are usually distributed in each sample (Normally distributed)
Observations in every sample have the same variance
Analysis:
H0: Samples mean are equal
H1: Samples mean are unequal
Analysis of Variance Test (ANOVA)
ANOVA tests if the mean result of two or more distinct samples are considerably different. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) is a set of statistical models and its related estimation methods like variation
between groups which is used to evaluate the differences between the mean of groups in the sample.
ANOVA was founded by Ronald Fisher, a statistician.
Assumptions:
Observations of every sample are independent as well as identically distributed (iid).
Observations of every sample are normally distributed.
Observations of every sample consists of the same variance.
Analysis:
H0: Samples mean are equal.
H1: One or more mean samples are unequal.
Repeated Measures ANOVA Test
Tests if the mean of two or more paired samples are different.
Assumptions:
Observations of every sample is independent and distributed in the same manner (iid).
Observations in each sample are normally distributed.

Observations of every sample possess same variance.
Observations in each sample are paired.
Analysis
H0: Have equal means of the samples
H1: Have unequal means for one or more samples
Paired Student's t-test
Tests if the mean of two paired samples is considerably different. The t-test is statistical hypothesis test
having test statistic matches the t-distribution under null hypothesis. It is most widely used when the
test statistic shows the normal distribution when the value of scaling term in the test statistic is defined.
Assumptions:
Observations of every sample are independent and distributed in the same manner (iid).
Observations of every sample are distributed normally.
Observations of every sample have same variance.
Observation across the sample are paired.
Analysis:
H0: Have equal means of the samples
H1: Have unequal means of the samples
2.4.5. Nonparametric Statistical Hypothesis Tests
Mann-Whitney U Test
Tests whether or not the distributions of two different samples are similar. Mann-Whitney U test is a
nonparametric test of the null hypothesis in which the probability that randomly selected value from
one population tends to be lower than randomly selected value from second population being equal to
probability of being greater. Mostly used where the assumptions are violated of the independent samples
t-test.
Assumptions:
Observations for every sample are independent and distributed in the same manner (iid).
Observations for each sample could be ranked.
Analysis:
H0: Distributions of two samples are equal.
H1: Distributions of two samples are not equal.
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
It tests if the distributions of two paired samples are equal or not. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is
termed as nonparametric statistical hypothesis test which helps in comparison of two related samples,
repeated samples or matched samples over a single sample to check if the pop mean ranks varies. Can
serve as an alternative to paired Student's t-test whenever the distribution of the difference between two
sample means unable to be assumed being normally distributed.
Assumptions:

Observations in every sample are independent and identically distributed (iid).
Observations for each sample could be ranked.
Observations throughout each of the sample are paired.
Analysis:
H0: Distributions of two samples are equal
H1: Distributions of two samples are not equal.

Friedman Test
Tests if the distributions are equal or not of the of two or more paired samples. It is also nonparametric
statistical test founded by Milton Friedman being similar to parametric measures ANOVA, beneficial
in detecting differences in treatments dealing with multiple test attempts. Works by ranking each block
together and then taking the values of ranks by columns forming complete block designs therefore it's
a special case of Durbin test.
Assumptions:
Observations for every sample must be independent and identically distributed (iid).
Observations in every sample could be ranked.
Observations throughout each of the sample are paired.
Analysis
H0: Distribution found to be equal of each sample
H1: No equal distributions for one or more sample
Kruskal-Wallis H Test
Tests includes checking if the distributions of two or more independent samples are equal or is not
equal. It is a nonparametric method for testing if samples develop from the same distribution, in
Kruskal-Wallis H test a normal distribution of the residuals is not assumed, not likely to analogous oneway evaluation of variance.
Assumptions
Observations of every sample are independent and identically distributed (iid).
Observations of every sample could be ranked.
Analysis
H0: Distributions of all samples are equal
H1: Distributions of one or more samples are found not equal

2.5 Tableau
Tableau is the data visualization tool aiming for better visualization and understanding of the data with
detailed insights for the end users. It is among the fastest evolving Business Intelligence and Data
Visualization tool having faster deployment speed and easily understandable. Working of Tableau
involves conversion of raw data into a readable and easily understandable format.

Figure 11 Tableau Logo

Data Analytics in Tableau is classified into further two sections:
Developer Tools: Tableau tools which are used for development such as creation of dashboards, charts,
report generation, visualization comes into this category and Tableau products that falls into this
category, are the Tableau Desktop and Tableau Public.
Sharing Tools: The objective of Tableau is sharing the visualization, reports, dashboards that were
created using the developer tools. Products in this category are Tableau Online, Reader and Server.


In Tableau Desktop is having varied feature set allowing to code and customize reports, in
Tableau public workbooks created could not be saved locally, it must be stored or saved to
Tableau's Public cloud for anyone to access it.



Tableau server is specially is used for sharing the workbooks, visualizations that are created in
the Tableau Desktop application over the organization



Tableau online possess all the similar characteristics like Tableau Server, but the data gets
stored on servers hosted in cloud being maintained by the Tableau group.



Tableau reader being a free tool allowing to view the workbooks and visualizations made using
Tableau Desktop or Public.



It connects and extracts data which is stored in various places. Tableau can pull data from any
platform imaginable.



Tableau can be termed as the perfect tool of visualization for Analysis, the spreadsheet
application is beneficial for data manipulation.

2.6 RapidMiner
RapidMiner is a software package which involves Data Mining, text mining as well as predictive
analytics. It supports Windows Operating Systems, RapidMiner, Macintosh, Linux and Unix systems
as well. RapidMiner is written using Java programming language. It also facilitates learning schemes,
algorithms and models which could be extended using Python and R scripts.
Working of RapidMiner proceeds by the user entering raw data having databases and text, which
afterwards is automatically and skillfully analyzed over a large scale. RapidMiner offers a free trial for
accessing its capabilities. RapidMiner is mainly used for business and commercial applications and also
for research, training, education application development and rapid prototyping, thereby supporting
machine learning process which involves data preparation, results visualization, model validation and
optimization. Functionality can be further extended with having additional plugins available through
RapidMiner Marketplace.

Figure 12 Rapidminer Logo

Products of RapidMiner:


RapidMiner Server



RapidMiner Radoop



RapidMiner Auto Model



RapidMiner Turbo Prep



RapidMiner Studio



RapidMiner Go

It delivers an integrated environment for machine learning, deep learning, data preparation, text mining
and predictive analytics. Further integration of Python and R if you are having additional processing
which you need to perform.
RapidMiner developed on open core model. Its free edition is limited to 1 logical processor with 10,000
data rows available under AGPL license, on depending over different non-opensource components.
RapidMiner applies a client-server model having server offered on-premises or in public or over private
cloud infrastructures. It provides machine learning and data mining procedures which includes data
loading and transformation termed as (ETL), visualization and data pre-processing, predictive Analysis
and statistical modeling, evaluation followed by deployment.

3. Methodology and Implementation
This chapter focuses on Project Implementation and methods followed to achieve the objective of this
research. The full Implementation uses CRISP-DM methodology and is accordingly divided into six
Phases. The whole Implementation can be treated as two different Projects namely
1. Sub-Project1 – Using Inference Statistics to explore the relationship between the Irish Stock
Market and Headline's Polarity.
2. Sub-Project2 – Headline Classification into Positive, Negative, and Neutral.
To achieve our objectives, the Implementation is divided into different tasks for both sub-projects, the
full Implementation follows the flow of Crisp-DM methodology.

3.1 CRISP-DM
3.1.1 Business Understanding
Two main primary objectives of this research are, namely, classify headlines into Positive, Negative,
and Neutral using their Sentimental Scores and understand the relationship between Irish Stock
Market and Irish times headlines. The same methodology involves the use of Python JUPYTER for both
sub-projects, the first project is achieved using Python also it is implemented using RapidMiner to
check the efficiency of both the tools also Tableau is used for early insights.
For a classification problem, according to the data available, our early hypothesis is that
Nonprobabilistic algorithms would perform much better than Probabilistic algorithms. For extracting
sentiments from headlines, this project would be using python natural language tool kit and its famous
and efficient library called "Vader." For Analysis of sub-project one, we aim to create a new attribute
called "Price Difference," i.e., the difference between Adjacent Close current days values and previous
days value.
It is our early assumption that price difference and polarity scores of headlines would follow the same
distribution, and this research would be checking the same using parametric statistical Inference
methods in subproject one.

3.1.2 Data Understanding
For our research initiatives, we thought of using different stocks to examine, but with the scrapped
data, we realized other stocks don't have a good volume of headline data as "Bank of Ireland," so for
this research, we are only using headlines from "Bank of Ireland." Once headline data is scraped using
Python libraries like Beautifulsoup4 and requests, it would be saved in a CSV with the following
attributes
as
shown
in
Figure
14:

Figure 13 Dataset for Headlines Scrapped

Stock Name: Name of the stock
Date: Date in "%a, %b %d, %Y, %H:%M" format.
Headline: Headline of the article Published on the respective date
The dimensions for the headline dataset are 2094 * 3. That is, it has three columns and 2094 rows.
Once data was gathered for stock prices of "Bank of Ireland" from Yahoo finance from "Oct 1, 2015"
to "Aug 22, 2020,". It contained seven columns, as shown in Figure. 15
Date - Date in "%Y-%m-%d" format.
Open- At what price the stock opened.
Close- Closing Price for the stock
High- Highest Price attained by that stock for that day.
Low- Lowest price attained by that stock for that day.
Close- Closing price of the stock for that day.

Adj Close- This is the attribute we are going to use for our Analysis, It's the Adjacent Closing price for
the given stock on that day.
Volume- The volume of stocks.

Figure 14 Data for stock prices.

For better data understanding and early Insights, this project would be using Tableau.

3.1.3 Data Preparation
Common Data Preparation techniques followed in any project include:


Data cleaning: Cleaning messy data, i.e., replacing or deleting missing values and identifying
errors or mistakes in the data and correcting the same.



Feature Engineering: Creating new variables from the existing data and formatting the
dataset as per modeling requirements.



Feature Selection: Selecting variables or attributes which are most impactful and relevant to
attain our objectives.



Dimensionality Reduction: reducing dimensions and creating compact projections for the
given dataset.



Data Integration: Merging or grouping datasets to create a final dataset that could be passed
to the model.

For this Phase, there were two different routes, followed as both sub-projects demanded different
Data preparation techniques.
Initially, data was loaded and was checked for missing values because the data is scrapped as per the
requirement; there were no missing values present in the data. Then the data was formatted as the
date was in "%a, %b %d, %Y, %H:%M" format; the date was formatted into "%d-%m-%Y" and is
stored into a new variable called "final date." Then the data was passed to modeling where
sentimental polarity for each headline was extracted, and four new variables were added to the
dataset namely:
1. Positive: Positive polarity score of the headline.
2. Negative: Negative polarity score of the headline.
3. Neutral: Neutral polarity score of the headline.
4. Score: Compound Score for the headline.
Finally, the Dataset contained the following attributes: 'Score', 'Positive', 'Negative', 'final_date',
'Neutral'.

For Sub- Project one: Stock Price Dataset was integrated with the above-formatted data set, and
then the dimension reduction was made, and only the following features were selected for further
processing: 'Score,' 'Positive,' 'Negative,' final," Adj Close,' 'Neutral.' Then using feature engineering
techniques, a new attribute was created called 'price_difference' which is the difference between
the current day ADJ close value and previous days ADJ close value. Further modeling techniques
were used to explore the relationship between Price_difference and Polarity Score. Data
Visualization techniques were used to study the distribution of positive, negative, and neutral
headlines.
For Sub- Project two: Only headline dataset consisting of 'Score', 'Positive', 'Negative', 'final_date',
'Neutral'. Then a new variable was created called 'polarity_label' with applying three conditions on
polarity Score, with the conditions being;


If the score is higher than zero, then the polarity label will be 1.



If the score is smaller than zero, then polarity label will be -1.



If the score is equal to zero, then the polarity label will be 1.

Where 1 represents Positive headlines, -1 represents Negative Headlines, and 0 represents headlines
having neutral polarity. Python Word Cloud was used to extract the top used words in headlines for
all three positive, negative, and neutral headlines. Then text processing techniques were used for
sentimental headline classification.
Text Processing techniques used in this research include:
1. Sentence Tokenization
Tokenization is basically chopping up some existing text into a smaller portion of smaller portions of
text. For Instance, a whole big paragraph can be broken down into Sentences, and further, those
sentences can be broken down into words. So for text pre-processing, we start with sentence
tokenization, i.e., headline tokenization. As we are working with Panda data frames, we create a
function for sentence tokenization that would loop through each headline row and tokenize the
same.
2. Regular Expressions:
We then create a function for getting rid of messy and trouble causing text. For the same, we use
Regular expressions. Which include removing HTML tags, punctuations, numbers, and converting the
headlines into lower text.
3. Word Tokenization:
The cleaned data is then passed to a function that tokenizes words giving us an array of separate
words. It including the removal of stop words, i.e., sarcastically used words or phrases that contain
no meaning and could affect the classification of headlines.
4. Transforming Headlines into Features
For training our classifiers, it is necessary to transform our tokenized words into numbers, since
Machine learning Classifiers only work with numbers. For doing the same, we create a function using
which iterates over every row of tokenized words and passes it to an inbuilt sklean function
counVectorizer. This function is a straightforward class that converts words into features.
After these text pre-processing techniques, the transformed dataset is divided into test and train
and passed to the respective models.

3.1.4 Modeling
For Sub-Project1, this research would use both Parametric Statistical Hypothesis Tests and
nonparametric Statistical Hypothesis Tests. For Parametric Modeling uses Student's t-test, and for
nonparametric modeling, it uses the Mann-Whitney U Test.
Student's t-test: It checks if the means of two independent samples are significantly different.
Student's t-test Assumption:


Data points for each sample are independent and identically distributed (iid).



Data points for each sample are normally distributed.



Data points for each sample have the same variance.

Student's t-test Hypothesis:


H0: Price Difference and Polarity score are different distributions



H1: Price Difference and Polarity score are identical distributions

Mann-Whitney U Test: It tests if the distributions of two independent samples are equal or not.
Mann-Whitney U Test Assumptions:


Data points for each sample are independent and identically distributed (iid).



Data points for each sample can be ranked.

Mann-Whitney U Test Hypothesis:


H0: Price Difference and Polarity score are different distributions



H1: Price Difference and Polarity score are identical distributions

For Sub-Project two, we first split the data into train and test samples, and using libraries like
imblearning and SMOTE; we avoid overfitting and underfitting. It is followed by extracting unique
fields for better results. Developed by using different classifiers and comparison of their findings.
The classifiers used are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Multinomial NB_classifier
Bernoulli NB_classifier
Logistic Regression_
SGDClassifier_
Support Vector Machine
Decision Tree
Random Forest
RandomForestRegressor
Gaussian Naïve Bayes

3.1.5 Evaluation
For Sub-project 1, we use the P-value to accept or reject the hypothesis. The use of the P-value is to
determine if the null hypothesis is correct. If the P-value is less than or equal to α(being 0.05 for our
case), then the null hypothesis is rejected favoring the alternative hypothesis.

For our sub-project 2, as it is a classification project, we use evaluation for classifications:
Classification Accuracy: It can be defined as the ratio of the total Number of correct predictions to
the total Number of input samples. Accuracy should only be considered when there is an equal
Number of samples in each class. If not, there is an excellent chance of misclassification of minor
class.


Accuracy= Number of correct Prediction/Total number of predictions made.

Logarithmic Loss: The idea is to penalize false classification for the same classifier should assign a
probability to each class of the given sample.
It works well with multi-class classification and is adopted these days by many research labs and ML
organizations, especially for sentimental Analysis.Log loss has a range from 0 to infinity, a value near
0 indicated higher accuracy and a better model.
Confusion Matrix: It is a metric used in the form of a matrix containing output while summarizing
the model performance.
It indicates model confusion where rows represent the actual data, and columns represent predicted
data.





True Positive: The cases in which output was True (YES) and was predicted TRUE(YES).
True Negative: The cases in which output was False (NO) and was predicted False (NO).
False Positive: The cases in which output was False (NO).and was predicted True (YES)
False Negative: The cases in which output was True (YES) and was predicted False (NO).

F1-Score: It is the harmonic mean between precision and recall measuring test accuracy. It can range
between 0 to 1 while taking into account both precision and recall. The beauty of F1-score is the
balance established between recall and precision, not allowing one value to dominate the total
score.
Area under Curve: It is the most widely used metric for binary classification. AUC is the probability of
classifier randomly choosing a positive example higher than negative.
 True positive rate (Sensitivity): It is the ratio of positive data points that are predicted correctly to total positive data points.
 False Positive Rate (1- Specificity): It is the ratio of negative data points that are predicted
correctly to total negative data points. It can also be seen as recall negative.
AUC graph lies between 0 and 1 with False Positive Rate on the x-axis and True positive rate on the
y-axis. More they have covered better accuracy.

3.1.6 Deployement
We wont be deploying our models in this research but for future work we hope to create a API
connecting to Dash python Library.

3.2 Implementation
For achieving our final goal and rest of the objectives both sub-projects have been divided into tasks
and the complete task flow can be seen in flow 1

Scrapping Headlines

Gathering Stock Data

Data Pre-processing

Extract Sentiment
Data Integration and
Cleaning

Sub-Project2

Sub-Project 1

Exploratory Analysis

Exploratory Analysis

(Python)

(Python)

Statistical Methods

Text Pre-processing
Modelling
Evaluation

Flow 1. Flow of Implementation

Lets Study each task in detail:

3.2.1 Scraping Headlines:
Headlines have been scrapped from Irish times using BeautifulSoup4 and requests. Snippet for the
script are in Figure 17, Figure 18, Figure 19 and Figure 20.

Figure 15 Creating CSV for scrapped data

The Script starts with loading the required libraries and Creating a new CSV for storing scrapped
headlines as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 16 Getting the Number of pages for given keyword

Once the Script requests the html content of the given link using the given link which contains the
range of date and the keyword, there will be a lot of pages that would appear for that search with
the filtered date. Code snippet in Figure 16. Extracts the total Number of pages displayed for the
given search.
Once we get the total Number of pages, we use requests again to get the html content for each page
by looping and replacing page numbers in the given link as shown in Figure 17.
Then for each page we parse the html using beautifulsoup4 and search for headline HTML elements,
for out script we use "div" tag and class element of the title i.e headline as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 17 Getting HTML content for each page

Figure 18 Scrapping Headline using elements.

3.2.2 Gathering Stock Data

Figure 19 Yahoo Finance Search portal

We have downloaded the stock data from yahoo finance using the search portal as shown in the
Figure 19. We have filtered the date from 0ct 01, 2015 to Aug 22, 2020 for the stock Bank of Ireland
from Irish stock exchange.

3.2.3. Data Pre-Processing
Pre-processing task is common for both Sub Projects, it starts with loading headline dataset into
python Jupyter notebook, Figure20 shows the first few rows for headline dataset.

Figure 20 Loading Headlines dataset

Now we need to have a standard date format, so the code snippet in Figure 21 shows, the
conversion of Date attribute in to the desired format and storing its output to a new variable named
final_date.

Figure 21 Creating a new variable final_date

Then the whole dataset is sorted in ascending order by final_date as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22 Sorting Dataset using final_date

3.2.4 Extract Sentiment
The next step is to perform sentimental Analysis to extract polarity of each headline, for the same
this research has used vader_lexicon a library in nlkt module. We first download the nlkt
vader_lexicon as shown in Figure 23. We opted to download for all pages as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 23 Downloading vader_lexicon

Figure 24 Status of donloading all packages

Once donloaded we load necessary packages and loop every headline to sentiment Intensity
Analyzer to extract Polarity Scores which contain Positive, negative, neutral and compud scores as
shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25 Extracting Sentimental Scores for headlines

3.2.5 Data integration and Cleaning
First step for this task is to create four new attributes for headline dataset as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26 Creating new fields

After this step, the process is a little different for both the sub-projects, lets look at the processes for
sub-project,
We start with loading the Price dataset as shown in Figure 27, followed by converting the data type
of Date from String to datetime as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 27 Reading Price Dataset

Figure 28 Converting datatype of Date Variable

After that both the datasets were merged using merged function by final_date and Date attributes
from respective Datasets.

Figure 29 Merging Price and Headline Dataset into Price_sentimental

Since for the headline dataset we have multiple rows for the same date, we are using group by
function with mean () to get the mean polarity score of headlines for a particular date as shown in
Figure 30.

Figure 30 Mean of Polarity Score for each date.

So to study the relationship between headlines and Stock prices, we have shifted all the polarity
variables like score positive and negative by 1, because the news published today would have most
impact on tomorrow's prices. The same can be seen in Figure 31.

Figure 31 Shifting Sentimental variables.

Since two datasets are merged, there are few dates for which there were no headlines published for
such dates polarity scores were not generated, and we had more than 100 null values. So for the
price difference and adj, close prices mean of the respective columns was used to replace their
missing values. And for null values in polarity variables occur because there was no article published
on that day, its score is considered at 0.00, i.e., neutral.

Figure 32 Working with missing values

Now for Data Pre-processing for Sub-Project 2, since the new variables i.e. Score, Positive, Negative
and neutral were integrated in headline dataset. We needed to create the target variable for our
classification problem. So a new attribute named polaratiy label was created as shown in Figure 33,
with the following conditions.


If the score is higher than zero, then the polarity label will be 1.



If the score is smaller than zero, then polarity label will be -1.



If the score is equal to zero, then the polarity label will be 1.

Figure 33 Creating Target variable Polarity Label.

3.2.6 Sub-Project One
Sub project one includes the use of Inference Statistics to explore the relationship between the Irish
Stock Market and Headline's Polarity. The Dataset for sub-project one after the previous step has the
following rows as shown in Figure 34

Figure 34 Price Sentimental Dataset

Since the dataset for Sub-Project one is ready and has been transformed as discussed in the previous
steps, lets do a explolatary analysis using Python seaborn, plotly and matplotlib Libraries.
3.2.6.1 Explolatary Analysis
Figure 35 shows the correlation heatmap for Price Sentimental dataset

Figure 35 Correlation heatmap for Price Sentimental

Figure 36 shows the liear relationship between price difference and polarity score, giving us an idea
that we are on the right path and there is a possibility of having a strong relationship between News
headlines and Stock Prices.

Figure 36 Price_difference Vs Score

Figure 37 displays the distribution of price difference over whole data points.

Figure 37 Price_difference Distribution Over time

Figure 38 Shows the Distribution of polarity scores for positive headlines.

Figure 38 Distribution of Positive headline polarity

Figure 39 Shows the Distribution of polarity scores for Neutral headlines.

Figure 39 Distribution of Neutral headline polarity

Figure 40 Shows the Distribution of polarity scores for Negative headlines.

Figure 40 Distribution of Negative headline polarity

3.2.6.2 Statistical Methods and Evaluation
Figure 41 shows the correlation coefficient between Polarity score and price difference showing a
significant correlation between them.

Figure 41 Corr-Coeff for polarity score and price difference

Figure 42 . T-test

Parametric statistical method student's T-test was used to examine the relationship between
polarity score and Price difference as shown in Figure 42. According to p-value which is 0.091 it
regects null hypothesis i.e price difference and polarity score are in same distribution.
Hence we achieved our first primary objective of proving a relationship between Stock Price and
News headlines.

Figure 43 Mann-Whitney U Test

Figure 43 shows the snippet for Mann-Whitney U Test which is a non parametric statistical method
and according to this test price difference and polarity scores are not related, but as out dataset
wouldn't fall into non parametric criteria this result was expected.

3.2.6.7 Sub-Project Two
The basic motive of Sub-Project Two is to achieve Headline Classification into Positive, Negative, and
Neutral using different calssifiers. After data preparation and cleaning for headline dataset for sub
project two it looks like:

Figure 44 Headline Dataset for sub project 2

3.6.7.1 Exploratary analysis
Lets explore our dataset with various python libraries like wordcloud, matplotlib etc. Figure 45
shows a histogram showing the distribution of positive, negative and neutral headlines.

Figure 45 Distribution of Headlines

Figure 46 shows few headlines from each class.

Figure 46 Examples from each class.

Figure 47 displays a wordcloud for Negative headlines showing the most common words in negative
headlines.

Figure 47 Word Cloud for Negative Headlines

Figure 48 displays a wordcloud for Neutral headlines showing the most common words in Neutral
headlines.

Figure 48 Word Cloud for Neutral Headlines

Figure 49 displays a wordcloud for Positive headlines showing the most common words in Positive
headlines.

Figure 49 Word Cloud for Positive Headlines

3.6.7.2 Text Pre-Processing
Text Pre-processing is the most important step when it comes to text classification to achieve our
objectives for sub-project 2 we have created few functions for pre processing.
A function is created for headline sentence tokenization which tokenizes paragraphs into sentences
as shown in Figure 50. Our headlines are passed through this function and stored in a new list called
s_new.

Figure 50 Sentence Tokenization

Then a function is created for removing HTML tags, punctuatiions, Number and converting
everything to lower text as shown in Figure 51. S_new is passed through this function creating a
cleaned headlines.

Figure 51 Regurlar expression for cleaned headlines

Figure 52 shows a function for tokenizing cleaned sentences into words.

Figure 52 Tokenization of words

Figure 53 shows transformation of cleaned headlines into features using convectorizer feature
extraction techniques.

Figure 53 Converting Words into Features

3.6.7.3 Modeling and Evaluation
For better accuracy we divided the dataset into train and test using sampling techniques provided by
imblearn librarby in Python as shown in Figure 54.

Figure 54 Splitting into Train and Test

Figure 55 shows extraction of unique words.

Figure 55 Extracting Unique words

Figure 56 shows the implementation of Multinomial Naïve byes classifiers giving us an accuracy of
about 67 percent.

Figure 56 Multinomial naïve Bayes

Figure 57 Comparision of various classifiers

Figure 57 compares different classifiers and shows that non Probabilistic Classifier models perform
better than Probabilistic Classifier models.

3.3 Early Insights with Tableau:
Figure 58 shows the Number of headlines published Per year, having an average of 292 headlines
per year. With 2017 being the year where highest Number of articles were published.

Figure 58 Tableau Number of Headlines Published Per Year

Figure 59 shows the trends of headlines published and Adj price showing almost parallel distribution
which gave me confident at the start that this project is going in the correct direction.
Figure 56 shows Tableau High vs low price with opening price, giving us an idea of day to day
fluctuations.
Hence I would I would like to highlight that it was much easier finding early Insights with Tableau
giving me confidence to proceed with the project.

Figure 59 Tableau Trend of Headlines and Adj Close

Ayloe

Figure 60 Tableau High vs low price with opening price

3.4 Rapidminer
We tried analysing a part of headlines with RapidMiner Aylien API, it was much easier as compared
to Python. If the whole project was done using Rapid Miner it would have taken one third of time
spent on the whole project. But due to 14 day trail with Aylien API I coulnt explore much.
In short, Rapid Minner is much user friendly than Python but has a higher computation time as
compared to Python. But it saves a lot of time in writing Code and Scripts as it gives inbuilt
Operators.

4. Results, Discussion, and Finding
The two main primary objectives, namely: "Exploring the correlation between Irish News Headlines
and Irish Stock Exchange (ISE) using parametric and nonparametric statistical methods." and "Headline
Classification if Irish Times into different Polarity Groups" was achieved successfully. For our first
objective, we used a parametric statistical method (students t-test), which confirmed a healthy
relationship between headlines for "Bank of Ireland" and its stock prices. For our second objective, we
used different classifiers for headline classification into positive, negative, and neutral headlines where
nonparametric models performed much better, attaining up to 98 percent accuracy.
This study found out that, out of the total headlines published related to "Bank of Ireland" 35.57% were
positive, 36.67% were negative, and 28.7% were neutral. Because the headlines were evenly distributed
in all three groups, there was no bias, and it benefited nonprobabilistic algorithms. Hence algorithms
like decision tree, SVC, GausianNB, SGD classifier, and random forest performed much better than
Multinomial naïve Bayes.
This study uses the CRISP-DM methodology, and because of it, task distribution, to and fro movement
of the project between different stages as suggested in the blueprint, came in very useful to attain the
objectives of this study. This research would like to point out that CRISP-DM is the best methodology
currently in the Data Mining market for any business problems.
This research used Tableau for early insights and exploratory data analysis and found it that it is handy
when it comes to data visualization and extracting insights. Because of the use of Tableau in this project,
I could confirm the affirmative success of this project in the Data Understanding stage because of the
established parallel distribution of stock prices for the bank of Ireland and the Number of headlines
published for the same date.
This paper tried rapidminer alyien API for extracting sentiments, and it was very user friendly as
compared to Python, but when it comes to computation time, Python is much better.

4.1 Future Scope
In the future, this project can easily be deployed on any API like python Dash, R Shiny, etc. for live
headline analysis to predict stock prices for n number of companies. Also, the Sub-Projects can be tested
with matching text headlines from other companies. For headline classification, deep learning and
neural networks can be used, and I believe that would give much better results. Also, the classification
problem can be addressed using UMAP and TSNE clustering algorithms. For classification model, it
could have perfomed much better if an ensemble model was created.

4.2 Limitations and Assumptions
This research couldn't successfully test the effectiveness of RapidMiner because of trail period on
Alyien API. This research assumes that all the variables are independently distributed. Data points in
each sample are normally distributed and have similar variance. If there was a easier way to integrate
all three tools used in this project i.e. Tableau, RapidMiner and Python as compared to the current
method it would have been a much easier faster and efficient project. There was a huge limitation when
it came to volume of healines for any other stock as compared to "Bank of Ireland" which didn't give
us the chance to check out models on other datasets.

5. Conclusion
This research has contributed highly in establishing a relationship between Irish Stock Market
and Irish times headlines, though there has been many successful paper published on similar
objecties, this study was the first for Local Irish newspaper. There was a strong relationship
between the price difference of given stock and polarity scored which was proved using
students t-test. This study successfully classified headlines into polarity groups of positive
negative and neutral with the best model achieving approx. 98 percent accuracy. This research
has achieved all its stated objectives using CRISP-DM methodology, proving it to be smooth
and efficient data mining approach. Because of the use of Tableau for exploratory Analysis, it
became very simple to extract insights. This study by confirming a relationship between Irish
stock Market and Irish time headlines, though headlines are one of the factors affecting the
Stock market. This study would like to conclude that there is a strong affect of headline risk on
stock market.
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